
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Auckland Racing Club Date: Monday 6 June 2016 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow(7) 
Rail: 7 Metres, 10 Metres 400m to 1000m 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), M Williamson, W Robinson, B Jones 
Stenographer: M Gemmell 

 

GENERAL:  
Apprentice A Schwerin did not attend the meeting due to an injury suffered yesterday and is required to provide a medical 
clearance prior to riding next. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Auckland Racing Club 04 June 2016 
Race 9 – AUCKLAND CO-OP TAXIS 1600 
Apprentice rider U Holmquist admitted a breach of careless riding in that she angled her mount SING FOR THE SUN 
outwards when not sufficiently clear of SPECIAL UNIT which was checked near the 200 metres.  After hearing submissions 
the Judicial Committee suspended Miss Holmquist’s license to ride in races 12th – 19th June inclusive, 4 riding days. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: NGATIRA GOLD, CORTADO, CRASH BANDICOOT, D’LLARO, RAISAFUASHO, ZAFRENZY,  

I’VE GOT THIS, SNODROPTWINKLETOES, CHATHAM WHISPER, JAYLA MONET 
 

Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 9 M McNab JAYLA MONET 
Shifted ground 800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 
Race 
Race  

1 
3 
4 

TU META PETA – euthanased 
MUSASHI – euthanased 
BAHHTON – euthanased 

Medical Certificates: Required for A Schwerin 

Rider Changes: Race  9 UNDISCOVERED – D Prastiyou for A Schwerin 

Late Scratchings: Race  8 KINGS DAUGHTER – 3.20pm, transport difficulties 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 The Rising Foundation Hurdles 

TU META PETA jumped the first fence poorly and fell dislodging rider D Miller.   TU META PETA was humanely euthanased 
as it was found to have fractured the right shoulder.  D Miller was uninjured being cleared by the Course Doctor to fulfill his 
remaining engagements. 
MENDOZA (S Karnicnik) raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
BEVERLEY BECK (C Studd) jumped indifferently throughout. 
WILLY DUGGAN (M Gillies) over-raced for a distance passing the 1800 metres and was allowed to improve forward to sit 
outside the leader. 
READY TO RUMBLE (E Farr) misjudged the fence near the 700 metres. 

Race 2 Beko 1200  

DON’T BE CHEEKY (L Magorrian) and INFINITE CHOICE (M Coleman) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
AONGATETE EXPRESS (S McKay) was crowded shortly after jumping away and steadied. 



 

 

Approaching the 1000 metres SWISSTA (A Collett) became awkwardly placed inside the heels of ARRIVISTE (L Satherley) 
which steadied.   As a result SWISSTA shifted inwards slightly crowding JIMMY VITAL (M McNab) and ELIZ GARDEN (S 
Collett). 
When questioned regarding the performance of JIMMY VITAL rider M McNab advised that the gelding had not felt 
comfortable in today’s holding track conditions. 

Race 3 Faceup – Low Fees in Real Estate Steeplechase 

NELLS BELLE (E Goodinson) was retired from the race when the saddle shifted forward after jumping the second fence. 
MUSASHI (S Fannin) and HARD SHOT (R Cully) mixed their jumping throughout with MUSASHI landing awkwardly and 
blundering after jumping the final fence in the centre. 
MUSASHI put in a poor jump at the final fence and fell hampering BUNKERED (S Karnicnik).   Rider S Fannin was uninjured.   
MUSASHI was attended to by the Course Veterinarians and lay on the track for some time before having to be humanely 
euthanased as it was found to have fractured the left fore leg. 

Race 4 K S Browne Hurdle 

D’LLARO (M Gillies) shifted outwards when jumping the second fence becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of 
BAHHTON (E Farr) which shifted inwards when jumping that fence. 
LUCKY TONIGHT (M Mitchell) jumped indifferently throughout. 
BAHHTON badly misjudged the fence passing the 1400 metres and fell.   BAHHTON was found to have fractured the right 
shoulder having to be humanely euthanased.   Rider E Farr was uninjured.   Hampered by the fall were SEA KING (S Fannin) 
and JUST GOT HOME (R Cully). 
HUNTERS CREEK (S Phelan) put in a poor jump at the fence near the 1300 metres and landed awkwardly losing ground. 
SEA KING (S Fannin) had a tendency to lay inwards when placed under pressure in the final straight, shifting inwards 
abruptly despite the efforts of its rider and making contact with the hind quarters of D’LLARO near the 250 metres.   SEA 
KING was unable to be fully ridden out when continuing to lay in badly for the remainder of the race. 

Race 5 Vector Wero White Water Park 2400  

STAGEHAND (S Wenn) began awkwardly getting its head up with the rider becoming unbalanced and losing several lengths 
as a result. 
GAGARIN (J Myers) was a little slow to begin. 
KENTUCKY SON (D Genefaas) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 

Race 6 Westinghouse 1600  

SORORIA (D Johnson) and EL CORBY (E Farr) were both steadied when crowded leaving the barriers. 
NOTHING (Z Nor Azman) had to briefly steady when crowded between I’M BRONSON (C Lammas) and LORD AND MASTER 
(U Holmquist) near the 400 metres hampering DOIKNOWYOU (M McNab). 

Race 7 Electrolux McGregor Grant Steeplechase 

TOM’S MYTH (S Phelan) underwent a veterinary inspection behind the barriers after briefly losing its footing during the 
preliminary, being passed fit to run. 
TOBOUGGIE NIGHTS (S Karnicnik) landed awkwardly after jumping the fence at the foot of the hill on the first occasion, 
unbalancing its rider. 
TOM’S MYTH misjudged the final fence in the centre. 
BIG BROWNIE (M Mitchell) ducked inwards when negotiating the junction across the Course Proper leading into the fence 
near the 1600 metre mark, also making contact with the hedge when negotiating the sharp turn into that fence. 
AMANOOD LAD (S Pateman) jumped outwards at the second fence in the back straight on the final occasion near the 1300 
metre mark and shortly after landing clipped a heel of BRER (D Miller). 
AMANOOD LAD put in a poor jump at the second to last fence dislodging rider S Pateman who was uninjured. 
I’VE GOT THIS (S Fannin) was crowded between SNODROPTWINKLETOES (M Gillies) and BRER rounding the turn near the 
450 metres when both those runners shifted ground.  After making contact with I’VE GOT THIS, SNODROPTWINKLETOES 
then lay out badly becoming unbalanced and further crowding I’VE GOT THIS onto BRER. 
BRER raced in restricted room to the outside of I’VE GOT THIS approaching the 100 metres when that runner was inclined 
to shift away from SNODROPTWINKLETOES under pressure with BRER then being steadied to shift ground inwards across 
the heels of I’VE GOT THIS passing the 100 metres. 

Race 8 BNZ Partners 1200  

KINGS DAUGHTER was declared a late scratching at 3.20pm due to a transport breakdown. 
DUKE OF MILLFIELD (BR Jones) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
WOOSTER (M McNab) and GARDONE (S McKay) were slow to begin. 
CHATHAM WHISPER (U Holmquist) was inclined to lay out when placed under pressure in the final straight inconveniencing 
BOLD BACHELOR (V Gatu) near the 200 metres and continuing to shift ground outwards. 

Race 9 Vodafone Events Centre 2200  

UNDISCOVERED (D Prastiyou) blundered leaving the barriers. 
DOMINATION (S McKay) was a little slow to begin and then was crowded and steadied. 



 

 

BOMBER JET (S Collett) was crowded soon after leaving the barriers. 
UNDISCOVERED over-raced when being restrained passing the winning post on the first occasion and continued to do so 
into the middle stages. 
JAYLA MONET (M McNab) shifted outwards making solid contact with TWILIGHT OFFER (B Hutton) near the 800 metres 
unbalancing that runner.   M McNab was issued with a warning. 
JAYLA MONET shifted inwards marginally inconveniencing PACORUS (V Gatu) near the 300 metres. 

 


